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1. INTRODUCTION

I met (the lste) Professor Wolfgang Yoargrau in 19TT during my summer

visit to ICTP, Trieste. After some trivial conversation he asked me what kind

of phyBics I do. Hy ansver was sort of a lament "I am afraid of physics" I

told him. Whenever my confusion reaches a critical point I take refuge in pure

mathematics. On the other hand, I vant to understand the nature and do not vant

to abandon phy3ics . I do not recall bis exact advice but it was a pretty long

discussion about science, philosophy and mathematics. He persuaded me to devote

nsy time to questions deeper than Just computations and proofs, I am grateful

to his girt of persuance that pushed me towards this effort. I am also thank-

ful to Professor Abdus Salaa for his c-i-v invitation to all of us from developing

countries to coae to the Trieste Centre and make use of It in our intellectual

endevour. When Professor Van der Merve invited me to contribute to Wolfgang's

memorial volume I felt greatly honoured and decided to contribute an enquiry
the

into the nature of singularities from / found&tional point of viev. I believe

it is very close to his spirit, hovever, it is a modest enterprise of a non-

expert as I am neither a logician nor a philosopher.

The purpose of physical theories is not only to organize the data and

the concepts but use this organization for the purpose of prediction or post-

diction. In other words, extrapolation is used in one way or the otber to

extract more than what is given as previous knowledge. Extrapolation of

relations beyond their premises of discovery leads to new discoveries. When-

ever we do any operation on objects ve would like to know the answer. If the

answer Is well defined within the logical, mathematical and physical framework,

the operation makes sense. Otherwise, we end up with an undefined object,

i.e. which cannot be identified within the given structure and consequently the

operation does not make sense;- Saeh an undefined object is given the name

singularity. For instance* in gravitational theory a singularity can be

regarded as a place where there is breakdown of the classical concept of spoce-

t.iE' f.j •! "L-inifold vith a pseudo-Biemannian metric. Because all known lavs of

physics arc formujated on a classical space-time background, they will breakdown

at a singularity. In a similar fashion singularities show up elsewhere in

physics and mathematics. Is this occurrt>.':'je of singularities everywhere a

unified (unique) behaviour of nature or represent limitations on the conceptual

structure of our knowledge at any given moment. It is my opinion that the

occurrence of singularities is due to "incompleteness" in our knowledge. This

I shall try to Justify In the sequel.

In any branch of science we never get infinities (singularities)

experiaentally but only through theoretical manipulation. Theoretisetl manipulation
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means imposition of mathematical structure over experimental data as a sort of

organisation. So the origin of trouble is not the nature but mathematical

structures with idealiied concepts. In arithmatic or algebra the relations and

operations are extrapolated beyond their domain of validity where they become

more or less meaningless. My viewpoint regarding infinities *', therefore, is

that they are due to extrapolations from the language of more finitistic

mathematics. On the other hand, extrapolation or not, when an experience comes

into conflict with a world of concepts which are already sufficiently fixed we

do not know what to do with it. We simply call it a singularity - because it

has no similarity to any other mathematical object we know of and are unable

to explain it within our existing knowledge. The only way out of this dilemma

iB to extend the knowledge by adding new concepts so as an interpretation, a

model, or a kind of cause-to effect relationship, can be established in terms

of previous knowledge.

Let ae explain why I an going back to logic and meta-mathematies to

trace the origin of singularities. It appears to me that not only th« operation

(or rather non-operation) of division by « r o is responsible for this difficulty

but there are two things involved at|epistemological level. Firstly, that we

tend to idealize our experience through extrapolation. For example, a point

mass, a point or a line do not exist in nature. Secondlj, ve expect to have

well-defined results of any operation within a given theory, i.e. categoricity.

In other words, ve tend to believe in "completeness" vhielyalmost never possibl*

except for very few systems. Sometimes these extrapolations are successful in

pfiactice, for example, Curtorismhaa been quite a successful doctrine but it

has led to many antinomies. Howeyer, singularities are not antinomies except for

the case of infinite set which^member of its own class and which has led to the

development of the theory of types by Russell. My philosophical attitude

towards the question of interpretation and extrapolation from experience

(finitistie!) to purely logical - idealization possibly infinitistic -

deduction, is aomevhere between that of Einstein and Kant. Let me quote them to

Illustrate what I mean.

Physics ia an attempt conceptually to grasp reality as it
is thought Independently of ite being observed. In this sense one
speaks of physical reality - A. Einstein.

All thought acquires material content only through its relation-
ship to sensory experiences. Pure logical thinking can give us no
knowledge of the external world of experience, all knowledge about
reality begins vith experience and terminates in it - E. Kant.

*' Infinities are a particular type of singularities coming from the real

number system.



I do neither'believe in "reality" independent of i t s being observed nor

that pure logical thinking can give us no knowledge of the world. By observation
the

I mean not the t r iv i a l but^'nost sophisticated methods one can think of taking
into consideration a l l the known invariance principles. Reality is then what

we observe and subject to appear differently i f methods of observation are more

refined. This pencil I am using to write is made of wood, molecules, atoms,

protons and neutron, quark and lately of pre-quarks and preons with al l kinds

of interaction among constituents.

This a r t i c l e is divided into two parts . The f i rs t one deals with an
intuit ive answer on how to deal with singularities and based on historical
development of theories. The second part is a quasi-formalistic approach like
non-standard models in higher order l a ' . ut^es and William Lawvere's axiomatic
formulation of categories.

II. EXAMPLES OF SIHGULARITIES

We shall analyse some of the well-known examples of singularities and

moat of them are related to infinity of number system.

a) The real number system: We shall go over details of this system to

illustrate the epistemological meaning of singularities as veil as the nature of

inverse of zero with respect to multiplication operation.

Consider natural numbers 1,2,3,... <e IN as objects and division as the

only operation known. Let us assume that all the knowledge U, call it

Universe, is Just W and division operation. To avoid complications take
subset of natural numbers.
M a3 finite,^ Denote U = { |M , -r } 3 u c n that -V relates two natural

numbers to a third natural number. As for as division given elements of iH j

everything is fine. What happens when division relates 2 and 5 which is not

an element of (W ? It cannot be interpreted in U. It is a singularity in

U. The Universe U • { !N, -r) ia incomplete. To complete it, at least

partially, we oust define a new concept called fraction. Fraction by itself

does not exist except as a part of the whole. Mow, extend U to include

fractional numbers. One can go on adding new operations and new concepts to

original Universe U to give meaning to irrationals like ij? and "Imaginary"

i m <^-l and negative numWr, etc. One cim obtain real number system, coaplex

mater system and so/by the process of extension. In most of these extensions

old rules remain valid and do not lead to non-unique interpretation. But the

problem remains with the division .if jfp The Universe if reals does not have

an interpretation for "inverse" of zero. The inverse of zero or j Is an

ambiguous object. The predictability in U is lost at this point. One conrrjj!,

common to a l l saathematical theories is the concept of equality or identity. A

statement of the form x - y always means that x and y denote the same

object and each can be replaced by the other without changing the truth-value

of the statement. However, this concept,the most basic one, breaks down for —

For if, i - i- = > i = x then 1 = i.O « 0 or 1 = 0=>0 l< 0 and 1 ^ 1.

The argument goes if, as in the case of >J-1 or \& e tc , a l l the

rules of U are valid for the undefined object, i . e . ( i ^ T ) 2 = -1 °r (/2*T = 2

remains t rue. Therefore, this singular object, called infini ty, is a particular

one. It becomes meaningless to write down such a sacr»d concept as equality for
g- . In other words, i | l x for this type of object. There are more surprises!

If we take the conventional wisedom of rj to be number 1 divided into parts

"nothing" indefinitely large number of times, we can generate wonders. For

example,

+ o + • ••

+ 0 +

0 0

\oO = symbolic notation of indefinite )

*) We shall use set-theoretic notions, membership etc., unless otherwise
mentioned.
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So If you are able to sum nothing for ever you vill get everything:

What one would like to conclude from the above example is that some operations

when extended too far may lead to wonderland. In fact, it is well known from

Padoa's principle that any object having more than one Interpretation is

independent of the other primitive notions of the theory and consequently

inverse of zero (denoted 0" ) is independent of the primitive notions of the

number system. It is simply not possible to prove that 0 I B a real or that

0~ is not a real.

Thus the well-known singularity called "Infinity" Is neither a very

small nor very big number. It is simply not a number. Conclusion: There are

various possible paths to the solution of this problem. One is to enlarge the

number »ystem and go qver to non-standard models. The second is simply to avoid

extrapolation - i.e. you cannot divide something into indefinitely many nothings

and hence give up continuum.

-U-



b) A matrix A., is called singular if det A.
-1 i j = 0, i . e . i t is not

lnvertible due to the undefined status of 0 , The completeness question

is obvious here. A matrix actually represents transformation between two vector

spaces. , Two vector spaces are transformation T. equivalent if det A f 0.
^ vhen *^ I IJI
However,/A, la singular, we do not have T equivalent vector spaces and one

h IJ
goes beyond this T equivalence class of vector spaces. One goes over to

something else. This implies incompleteness because the existence of a. non-

interpretable object implies incompleteness.

c) For (f°maps the situation is similar because a similar condition is

imposed oa J&cobian.

d) In the case of complex analytic functions, singularity 1B defined

through breakdown of a property. The function f( i) = u(x,y) + lv(x,y),
z • x + iy, does not satisfy Cauchy-Wemann equations j ^ = ^ and T— = - ~ .
Harmonicity is lost at, so-called singular points.

e) Let g « (V,p) be & Lie algebra on vector space V viththe law of

Multiplication w • Consider the set of all u having structure of an algebraic

manifold and such that action of an algebraic group H is defined on it.

With a given topology one can find the bifucation set Z - H(v) - H(iO vhere

H(|t) is the orbit of v. The points n t H do not belong to H-equivalent

class. Tbeue are singular points and form a "boundary" to the orbit. Here

singularity means symmetry is lost or broken.

f) The spontaneous breaking of symmetry can be described through breaking

of harmonlcity for the Lagr&ngian vhich 1B considered as harmonic map. A map

between two Riemannian manifolds M and S is harmonic if the divergence of

its differential vanishes. Let 4 : M~*H, then + is harmonic if

x(t) " div(df) » 0. When t(T) f 0 1-e. vhen the tension field, is present the

naruonicity is lost or broken ?(+) = 0 is actually the Euler-Lagrange equation.

n) Bow ve shall consider singularities coming across in physical theories.

In electromagnetlsn and gravitational theories one comes across potentials of

tfc<? type — vhich are obviously singular at r » 0. In general,potentials V(/)=

l/.-n (for n » l) are singular at origin and one has problem with — . Another

aspect of these potential* is that mass la considered to be concentrated at a point

vbich is an idealisation far away from reality. The singularity here la due to

incompleteness, extrapolation and idealization of the physical situation.
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h) Space-time singularities: The first fundamental form of space-time for
a time-independent (static) spherically symmetric and matter free field

(sctavarzBchild solution of Einstein equation) is given by

It ia obvious from the above quadratic form when 2M • c r, then (l - =jH
i . e . the coefficient of dr is inverse of zero. We shall not go into r

discussion on how this singularity can be displaced to r = 0 by the methods
of Kruskal et al. This 0~ was behind the assumption that the so-called "black
.holes" do exist. There are some artificial means like "cosmic censorship
principles" to avoid seeing what is called a naked singularity.

given in terms of the
A more serious description is / incompleteness of metric of space-time

This idea was later on extended to incompleteness of geodesies and bundles. The
point where a geodesic ends abruptly is topologically different and considered
as a boundary point of space-time,

i ) Quantum field theory: In (juantum field theories vhere perturbattve
method* are uaed, singularities shew up in the calculation of 8-matrix elements.
These matrix elements are given in terms of a product of Green's functions and

1 - a. + p

-1

are usually of the type

divergent integral is
- p' - ie

etc. A typical self-energy

Kor large values of |k| the function to be integrated goes as |k|~3 and
cons«<iuentljr](iategrad dlvergo linearly. The point is not that tho Integrand
becomes 0* for |k| • 0 but̂ upper liiait is given as infinity. Also, in th«
definition of the integral the Idea of continuous variable, a point aet is
uaed. The problem ia multifold here. If we get finite answers It is pur* eoi-
cidence that 0 cancels out in the process of mathematical manipulation. The
renormalizatlon is a kind of non-standard extension in the sense that, by saying that
finite entitles are observable, eliminates infinities. In actual computation
infinities are cancelled out by adding other infinites.
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Physics i- derived .issentially fro î observation and experience, hovever,
i t s Universe of discourse contains concepts which are not exactly ex'Snplified in
experience, e.g. yoint mass, space-time continuum and so on. As we have seen
from the above examples both formal and computational difficulties are
due to idealization as veil as incompleteness inherted from mathematical theories.
Historical develpoment of physical and mathematical theories leads us to the
conclusion that knowledge has a kind of stratified structure. In fact, in.
ordinary l i f e whenever we fail to understand, I.e. fail to exemplify in terms
of our post experience or knowledge, we refer the discussion to a more profound
or deeper leTel of knowledge. This intuition of "deeper" and deeper level of
understanding and knowledge can be exploited to avoid the isndefined objects. The

beet example of thla stratification is the development of nusiber systems from
the

natural numbera. In this section we shall s t i l l he using^naive set theory.

I«t 2 U (k) be all knowledge at a given period vhich is conveniently
. small and a given place, say on Earth. *' Let U(k) be a set of primitive concepts
vith a k n-any operations (n * 2). U (k) ia a set of complex concepts by combinin

P and complex concepts
p primitive concepts under n-any operations. Let %V (k) be al l primitive^** a
given space-tine period. In other vords, 2 u (*' represents al l the knowledge
homo sapiens have at a fixed period in space-time. All the physical data, for
example, can be explained, i . e . can be given cause-to-effect relationship within
^Ju (k). 51u (k) then represent a stratum or level of knowledge. When some
physical data or result of mathematical manipulation cannot be explained with

£U (k) then one is free to go over to/more refined and enlarged level of
knowledge. Let us give a superscript to label the stratun as 2IUJ(k), EtT(k) . . .
The process of going from ZUJCk) to £tr(k)

la not a continuous process In the sense that just the addition of one or more
concepts solves the problem. One has to modify the whole outlook. In physics
thla happens so often that we take i t as a natural process of scientific
progress.

ltewtonian mechanics, rel. Hech.

£ 03(k) - quantua
P

U (k) =• r e l . Q.M.
p

•l It would be futile to discuss total whole of knowledge of all possible

"sapiens" existing in our eosmologlcal Universe since only one can imagine their

The notation is symbolic and does not obey rules from known mathemut i <•:;

E U (k) = real no syB. B lr(k) = non-standard ext.
P p

infinitesimals are given meaning.

A singularity is then any data set/concept which represents the break-

down of knowledge - it cannot be explained via cause-to-effect or logical

deduction. A singularity at i t n level 1B not interpretable in £Ui(lc) but

is given meaning in J! U (k) and beeemea part of the established knowledge

of this next level. A detailed discussion on epistemology and laws of nature

is out of place here and we shall not indulge into It. What I would like to

emphasise is that a singularity is not a singularity in Its own class of object

or within structure defined with respect to various new operations and properties.

For example, an element of envelopingalgebra does not belong to algebra Itself

and hence has no interpretation within algebra.

IV. FORHALIZATIOI

existence. -T-

There are three different approaches which can be of interest in the

discussion on singularities. These are

1. non-standard models;

2. Axioaatizatlon of categories and Lawvere's aelf-adJolntiiesB;

3. Stratification scheme to avoid singularities {already described above).

Roughly speaking, non-standard models are extensions of standard models and
use higher order formal languages, while the use of categories (and especially
of variable setsj is essentially f in i t i s t l c doctrine. The stratification

scheme we are proposing has some similarities with the theory of types of Russell
but there are infinite or undefined object* ,vhieh appear bwt only at different
stages of knowledge. It Is a deterministic doctrine principally.

a) Non-standard models: Mathematicalsysten*like natural numbers,
elementary group theory, etc. when axiomatised within the first-order predicate
calculus, one finds that this axioootisation is not categorical and that there
exist nodels of the relevant axiomatic theory not lsomorphie to the system one

-8-



started vith. Belov we sliall briefly investigate this incompleteness problem. [For

notation and definitions,see Appendix], An elementary "standard" system

is a set £'together with a subset(JL of the set of relations oni? such that

j £ ( £ • The language of *>" is the subsetci <&) = p£P(V,<5J,) var(p)££*J of

P(V,(8.)". Interpreting each element of»>* and j{, as itself assigns a truth value

V(p) to each p « ^ C ^ . The theory of ̂  i3 the theory %, ttf) = (£ ,h,$<) where

A = ^ P * o C ^ ) j V ( p ) = lj . L e t * ^ be any model 'i $?) . We say that*^

is a standard model of k (jf)iff. 'fi'ia isomorphic t o ^ , and othervise \S*

iB called a non-standard model of (j (£"). The analysis based on this non-

standard model is called non-standard analysis and has been developed by

A, Robinson. The most important part of '\ is that infinitesimals do exist

although we are taught since the time of Weierstrass that infinitesimals do

not exist. If ItC is the set of real number then its non-standard extension

' H i s a non-archimedean ordered field. Let us call element of • iiL a** hyper

real numbers. An element a6 «£iB called finite if there exists a standard

real number b such that | a\ <_ b. Otherwise, a is called infinite. A

(finite) element a is called infinitesimal If j a| ̂  b for all standard real

numbers b > 0. Zero is infinitesimal.

The following are the axioms of non-standard analysis:

1. There exists a proper ordered field extension *(R,of the field

of real numbers.

2. Let f be a real-valued function defined on some subset of the set

IR." of all n-tu^uof real numbers. Then to f there corresponds a

hyper real-valued function f» on n hyper real variables , called the

natural extension of f. The field operations of R. • are the natural

extensions of the field operations of

3. If two systews of formulas have exactly the same real solutions,

then their natural extensions have exactly the same hyper real solutions.

It is Interesting to note that both infinitesimal and infinite hyper real numbers

actually exist. Sums, differences and products of infinitesimals are

infinitesimals, as is the reciprocal of an infinite number. The product of

an infinitesimal and a finite number Is infinitesimal [details can be found In

many nev textbooks].

b ) Categorical method: We shall follow V'.U.Lawvere who developed a theory
in which categories are axiomatically introduced without using a set theory and

the
from which/set theory can be derived. The importance of this development l ies
in the fact that one avoids the inconsistencies of set theory, especially
incompleteness which i» related to undefined objects or singularities. He
uti l ises theory of topos which were introduced by Gorthendieck School as a
generalization of the notion of topological space. To a topologieal space is
associated a topo, namely the category of set-valued sheaves over i t . Lawvero
maintained that the notion of topos could be viewed as conceptual form of the
notion of higher order language, or alternatively, as a world in which higher
order notions could be interpreted. The notion of elementary fcopos ET, as
defined by, e.g. Koch and Writh, free3 the notion of topos fron any external
form of infinities. For instance, an ET is not required to have arbitrary
(infinite) limits or co-limit3. The use of variable structures and variable
sets is another important aspect of this formalism. In the first order
mathematics or in traditional set theory, the constancy of seta, I.e.constant
predicate, i s taken for granted. However, Robinson's non-standird analysis
and Cohen's forcing method involve passing from a system & (of constant seta)
to a new system^ that s t i l l satisfies the basic axloae for constant Bets;
but both methods pass through systems of variable sets. In non-standard
analysis and forcing, one starts with a model *>' of a theory of constant sets .
If X (* domain) 13 a given constant set , then ]j?X : X - ^ ^ i s a system of
variable sets with domain consisting of "points". If one "stops" the variation
at a point of X, one gets baclt jjf ; but i f one stops the variation at an ideal
point*(*(X) - X) o n e K**8 a n e w system^ of sets that satisfy the same
elementary axioms (e.g. those expressing constancy)0J> $ but will be different
fromjjp . It will contain new "infinitesimal" elements for example. However,
In Cohen'• forcing although/property expreseing constancy remains but unlike
the case of non-standard analysis deeper properties such as continuum hypothesis
and axiom of constructabillty are destroyed in the passage from S?"*^* • °"e

can speak of ideal points of topos in the following way. Any given inflnitary
theory can be construed as a, finltary theory in vhich al l formulas obtained by
lnfinitary disjunction are reconsidered to be "atomic" formulas. T^
full methods of this approach has not been utilised so far either in
mathematics or physics.

• There is a recent formulation of non-standard model under the t i t l e "Internal

set theory" by E. BelBon with an eye towards application to divergence problem of

QFT.

- 9 - -10-



APPENDIX

A remark

There axe tvo basic aspects concerning the nature of singularities.

One ts the independence of singularity with respect to other primitive notions

of the Universe of knowledge (or what we called stratum of knowledge). While

the second^incompleteness of the Universe and consequently its enlargement.

We have seen above that the axiom of choice and the existence of a continuum

play a role in telling us that singularities are/unavoidable part of

knowledge. Cft5del incompleteness theorem tella us that no finitely

axiomatizable system is complete. The stratification of knowledge is in

some way similar to axiom of inaccessible cardinals. That Is if one performs

by induction a transfinite sequence of suitable closure operations, one can

still go further and presumably find inaccessible cardinals beyond. The point

is not that we can go ad lnfinitum but at any stratum completeness is

achieved. The conclusion is that we can never know "everything" but it does

not forbid us to redefine singularities at each level. For a Universe of

knowledge, say ZF set theory, one realizes that the existence of continuum

and singularities are not independent. We say this rather timidly because

we have afrt proved this but this is an intuitive conclusion. We have seen

that enlargement cannot completely eliminate non-definable objects.
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a) To avoid confusion an explanation of words and symbols used in the text

is given below.

Correctness: A proposition is correct if, within a logical system.it is deduced

according to accepted rules.

Truth content: It can be defined with respect to totality of experience,

certainty and completeness of the system. A correct proposition borrows its

"truth" from the truth-content of the system to which it belongs.

Experimental verification: An experiment can be a physical, thought world

(gedankenwelt), or logical ejeperiment. By logical experiment »e mean the act of

proving or verifying a proposition within the system. The principle of third

exclusion is not taken for granted here.

True relation: A relation is true- if it can be verified or proved at any apace-

time point under identical circumstances, physically or logically.

Admissible knowledge: Which has true relations such that truth value is always

one, i.e. completely true.

Partially admissible knowledge: Here true relations can have truth-value

between 0 and 1, i.e. relations can be partially true.

Non-admissible knowledge: No experiments of any sort, logical or otherwise,

are possible for the purpose of verification or proofs of relations.

Experiment could be "random event" in space-time, i.e. onee verified but not

repeatable.

Predictable: A piece of knowledge (exclude non-admissible) is predictable if

only uniqiie interpretation can be given starting with the same set of axioms.

This does not exclude more than one solution of a problem.

Interpretation: Intuitive model so that a definition can be given later on.

-11-
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b) Rotations

A fcr |>
A *- f»

., art-tl

P

v
XL?)

p lg t consequence of the assumptions A

p ia provable from the assumptions A

at least n elements

-arity of t

set of consequences of A
domain of relation f

set of. al l deductions from A

identity relation symbol

language of the theory ~&
set of fcth

Order objects on S
Feano arithmetic

algebra of the theory
first-order predicate calculus on (v,(Ji,)
propositional calculus on X

enlargement of £y with respect to(T

full enlargement o f ^

theory of the system^*

truth-value of p

set of free variables of p

C)

1.

2 .

3 .

k.

5.

6.

T.

8.

9 .

10.

11.

12.
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?or the reader's convenience we. l i s t important definitions.

A n-ary operation on the set A is a function t : An—>A. n is called

arity of t .

A type 7 i s & set T together with a function ar: T-^Jfl from T
into non-negative numbers. l j » (T,ar) and TQ » j t «T ar(t) • nj .

An algebra of typeTor T-algebra i s (A,tA); tA : A ^ l l ^ A, t » T .
n-ary T-algebra operations^ t€ T •

Let A and B be T-algefaras. A homomorphism % : A->B s . t .V"teT

and a l l a ^ ^ .•• a^e A we have (f(tA(a 1 , . . . ,an) - tgt^e^) . . . <f(an))
*f preserves al l the operations of T. If tf •• B->A is also homo-

norphism then <f i s isomorphism and ve shall vrite as A -̂" B.

Let X Tae any set, F any T-algebra and S" : X-^F. F or (P,S") Is a
free T algebra on X of free generators , i f for every T-algetira A
and Z • X A, exist a unique *f : F -^A s.t . fS" »X .

Let T « VP»"i*'3 » F = °~*XY a n d ^ m binary operations. Any T-
algebra is called a proposition algebra.

Itxe prcpositionalalgebra P(x) of the propositional calculus on the set

X of propositional variables is the free T-algebra on X.

A valuation P(x) i s a proposition algebra homomorphlsm XT : F(z)~^ /^;
P4 F(x) true with respect to IT if v(p) • 1, false If V(p) - 0.
(Here two-valued logic i s implicitly assumed.)

A logic J*J i s a system • \ set P of proposition, V : P—>W valuation
set3 Jor ea«ti A C P a set of finite sequence of alemtnts of F, i . e .
proofs from assumption Aj,

Propositional calculus Prop(x) • [ P - P(x), V : P ( x ) - ? ? 2 , A C PCx)
set of proofs} .

Logic <C ia sound if A J— p = ^ Â = p, consistent i f F i s not a
theorem and adequate i f A ^ p ^ A J- p.

Set free definition of a category: A category C i s a two sorted
systea, the sort being called objects A of C and morphisms f of C. The
undefined terms. In context, are "A i s the domain (or the co-domain)
of f", "k Is the composite of g with f and "t i s the identity morphlea
of A". The first axiom asserts that every morphism f has exactly one
object A as domain and one object B as co-domain, i . e . f: A—>B
(notation). Next, for al l Borphisms g and f, there exists a composite
k of g with f i f and only If domain (g) » co-domain ( f ) ; i . e . k « gf
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15.

(notation), th(gf) = Chg)f] assoeiativenesa ia also required by another

axiom. Every object B has one and only one identity morphism, with

domain and co-domain B; lg : B->B (notation). Also l_f = f for

every f : A-=yB and gl_ • g for every g : B->C.

A morphiam of categories is called a functor, i.e. a. functor F : C-WD

assign to each object A of C an object D = F(A) of D) and to each morphism

A-^B of C a morphism d = F(f): F ( A ) - ^ F ( B ) of p. Also F(lg) - l^g.

A morphism of functors is called a natural transformation.

Adjoint functor: Given a functor U : *-^Z and an object X of X, a

universal morphism from J. under U is a morphism m : X ->UR( with R an

object of (, such that every morphiam f : A-> UA in Jt can be vritten as a

composite f= U(f')"vfor exactly one morphism f : B ->A of If, i.e.

if
UA

18.

19.

20.
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22.

£3.

2k.

A first order theory TJ ia called consistent i f f is not a theorem of .

The theory *5" i a consistent i f and only if there exists a model of <• .

The theory ~£ is called complete if, for every pe^GS), either

£f— p o r f f- "}p (1 P means not p).

The first-order theory 1£ is complete if nnd only i r .>vf-ry p£ •£ (C)

which i s true in one model of Z is true in evr-ry iwinl of "5 .

Let (M1 , 'P1 , (f1) and (M£, ^ 2 , f ^) i><-- mo.i.-l:; of the theory"? . Then,

KL is isoo-orphic to M, if there ox.ir.ta a bi ject ive mop Ol :

such that <X1>1 = V1
and (II^.IT^, .

for a l l r t

if and only if

a l l

a l l n e |N.

The theory "5 is called categorical i f a l l models of

It the theory "X* is categorical,then (3 is complete.

are isomorphlc.

A left adjoint of the given functor U : C ->>Jt is then described aa a

functor ? : X. -$t for which there is a natural transformation "r̂  : I->uy,

I : X -*JC the identity functor, and such that each "*1 £ : X -9UFX is

universal from X under U.

d) First order mathematic8: A mathematical theory can be defined in terns of

l i s t s of relations and axioms. A part of mathematics constructed within the

first-order predicate calculus is called first-order mathematics.

16. A first-order mathematical theory is a triple ~Q - (&,A,C) where

»fe & , A £P(V,(3£) for some VOC such that V-C i s infinite, and

var(A) • C. the set A is called the set of (mathematical) axioms of

~C , the set C is called the set of (individual) constants of ^ ,

while the language of "J ia the subset <£ {X) * ^ p«P(V,<R,)| var£p)C c j

of P(V,(ZJ. A theorem o f t is an element p eJ^CZ) such that

IT. A model of the first-order theory \o = (tfJ,A,C) ia a set M together with

function V : C ->H. ^ : (J^-^rel (H), such that for some set V of

variables (V Z> C, V-C infinite), there exists a "proper interpretation

(M.tf ,(f ,1) )of P(V,(JJ,) for vhich l f [ - 15 and j

-15-
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